
payment service
Pay Changer 
One payment can
change everything



Pay Changer is a decentralized crypto payments platform, where all users 
can take part in digital acquiring and gain access to a billion PACH digital 
assets through vesting.


Pay Changer is a new philosophy of people-to-people payments powered 
by digital technology. We offer the world the most democratic model of 
payment service that benefits both sellers and buyers!

Introduction



We offer entrepreneurs and individuals an alternative way to make 
payments and settlements. 

When using the app, the spot 
of sale and its location is available to all users of the service in the 
established perimeter, as well as on the marketplace in the 
corresponding category.

Any user of the app can sign up as a 
seller and a buyer at the same time. 

payment service



The principal advantages 

of the service

Fast and secure cryptocurrency 
settlements, anywhere in the 
world

Cashback system for buyer and 
seller when settling through Pay 
Changer as means of income

Opportunity to earn on the price 
rise of the #PACH token

Engaging a larger target audience 
through a commission rebate 
mechanism

Incentive promotion mechanism  
to rapidly expand the market

Deflationary consensus algorithm 
Proof-of-Progress provides 
protection and stability  
of the system



Pay Changer's vision is to offer alternative to the traditional 
payments system and become the world's leading third-party 
encrypted payment platform

Pay Changer's mission is to enable everyone to receive and pay 
through a decentralized financial system powered by blockchain 
technology and to expand the open, free and convenient crypto 
payment ecosystem and make decentralized finances popular to 
the millions of people in the world. Pay Changer is the world's 
leading third-party encrypted payment platform, experience 
encrypted payments and choose a new future! With one payment 
everything changes!

Our grand mission



How it works

For merchants

Pay Changer is a convenient payment tool 
that attracts new potential users.

For customers

Pay Changer is a convenient and fast way to 
pay and earn at the same time from 
commissions that come with every 
transaction.



How it works
To start using Pay Changer for payments, you only need  
to  and link your crypto wallet to it.download the official app

Before the transaction, the merchant needs to register an account in 
the app as a seller to get the payment by showing the QR code to the 
customer that 

 by paying with PACH 
tokens at an actual exchange rate scanning the merchant's QR code.

automatically converts the amount to the local currency, 
and the buyer can complete the transaction

A transaction occurs in the buyer's linked crypto wallet in PayChanger 
app, and the 

 which is further distributed according to a smart 
contract algorithm.

platform receives a 10% of the transaction amount from 
the merchant,

Merchants can swap received PACH tokens into  
.USDT or into any crypto at any time



How it works
To give users a better experience, Pay Changer is actively 
developing the " " software within the app and 
testing it everday to find the best solution for the app.


From individuals to businesses, anyone 

. It becomes easier to do business and thrive in 
the constantly growing global crypto payment and digital 
acquiring market.


Crypto POS terminal

can simply use Pay Changer 
app as a crypto payment POS terminal and provide better options 
for the customers



Pay Changer 
and its prospects

advertising 

Pay Changer brings together millions of premium users of digital 
assets worldwide. To better help merchants 

, Pay Changer introduces customized merchant 
 features, and advertising fees will be paid in PACH.


The primary goal of the customized advertising service is to have a 
 global following, and as the number of users and geographic 

areas of use , Pay Changer will receive more attention and 
cooperation from large brands and companies.


Pay Changer app provides the opportunity for 
 to publish advertisements, that 

stimulates the growth of capitalization which will have a huge 
impact on the price of PACH token in a positive manner.

attract more 
customers
advertising

large
increases

global industry 
giants and well-known brands



Pay Changer 
and its prospects

advertising 

Industry analysts believe that in 2022, more than 300 million 
people worldwide have used digital assets, and the volume of 
digital assets traded across the blockchain network tops $10 billion 
per day.

300,000,000 people worldwide own 
cryptocurrency

>300 million

Volume of transactions  
per day

10 billion



Pay Changer 
and its prospects

advertising 

By conservative estimates, 

, and that is far from the limit. 


As the crypto community grows, the number of companies and 
merchants accepting and routinely using digital assets is also 
increasing dramatically day by day, so there is a clear need for a 
streamlined third-party payment platform for mutual settlement of 
all types of digital assets in the market.

global digital asset users will reach 1 
billion people and daily transaction volumes will exceed $50 billion 
by 2023

20
22

20
23

Number of users in 2023

1 billion

Transaction volume per day

50 billion



Pay Changer 
and its prospects

advertising 

If Pay Changer's market share is only 0.01% of the 
transaction volume in 2023

Pay Changer is confident to 
take 1% of the market share

, the daily transaction 
volume of the platform will be more than $5 million 
and all users will receive a rebate revenue distribution 
from the platform transactions. 


In the next five years, 
, and the revenue for users 

will be even more significant!

1%



Pay Changer 
and its prospects

advertising 

In addition to placing customized ad services, merchants 

 in the app, which can assist merchants in 
analyzing ad effectiveness, improving ad content and 
enhancing merchant ad attraction effectiveness.

can also use data statistics and data aggregation 
functions in the ad section of Pay Changer's merchant 
personal account



Golden Billion and 
#PACH tokenomics
The smart contract for PACH token is built on 
Binance Smart Chain (BEP20 standard), with 
the help of which users can access all the 
functions of the Pay Changer app.


90% - frozen by smart contract and unfreeze1 
based on Proof of Progress algorithm with 
every other transaction within the app.


PACH is scheduled to be traded  
on the .DEX and CEX exchanges

Unfreeze - Linear vesting

Token network

Binance Smart Chain

Stantard

bep 20

Maximum supply

1 000 000 000



The offer for the official PreSale will run in three 
stages:

1 1% at $0.02

2 1% at a price of $0.025

3 1% at the price of $0.03

At the end of the third round of PreSale, the Vesting 
Period will begin, with the terms depending on the 
buying round below:

Private Sale   8.33% per month(0.012$) —

PreSale   10% per monthRound 1 ( 0.02$) —

PreSale   12.5% per monthRound 2 ( 0.025$ ) —

PreSale   16.67% per monthRound 3 ($0,03) — Private Sale
2%

PreSale
3%

Frozen
90%

Team asset
5%

Token distribution



Why is there such a great demand for 
? Why would the demand always 

exceed the supply?

PACH

All payments and settlements within the Pay Changer app are made only 
using !PACH token

90% of tokens locked in a smart contract and unfreeze based on the 
number of transactions between users, number of subscription and ad 
purchases, based on the smart contract proof of progress algorithm

The yield of the vesting of the subscription is limited to twice the 
principal amount, and upon reaching that amount, the smart contract 
algorithm automatically deactivates the subscription and stops 
unfreezing new tokens.



Why is there such a great demand for 
? Why would the demand always 

exceed the supply?
PACH

The yield of the vesting of 
, and after 

reaching the specified amount (in USD), the smart contract algorithm 
automatically stops unfreezing new tokens.

cashback is equal to the amount of 10% of 
the transaction at the time of the transaction (in USD)

This economic model of digital assets is of the 
 directly depends on the rate 

of the token and user transaction activity, and such parameters are set 
to prevent the inflationary circulation of PACH tokens in the market.

deflationary type, as the 
vesting (unfreezing) of new digital assets



The mechanism of 

using Pay Changer

payment 
for goods and services 

After payment for the product or service is settled, the platform charges 
the seller . The same amount 
unfreezes progressively and equally in PACH at 8.3% rate each month until 
the full amount (calculated in USD) is credited to the merchant’s balance.


 amount of the commission (10%) in the form of a cashback 
unfreezes to be credited to the customer’s balance from the total issue 
with to the same algorithm.


 the smart contract has unfrozen and returned the entire amount of a 
cashback (in USD at the time of transaction), the algorithm stops 
unfreezing new PACH tokens.


All transactions on the platform are conducted through the user's 

10% commission from the total amount

Similar

After

linked 
crypto wallet, and digital assets can be instantly swapped to USDT or any 
other crypto. 10% cashback

8,3% unfreezing of tokens

Customer Salesman



User communication


The platform has a built-in chat in the app for 
communication purposes between individuals  
and enterprises.

In addition, users can view all nearby users and businesses 
in the online map section of the platform.



Additional benefits offered 
by Pay Changer
The team behind Pay Changer was greatly inspired by the idea of "earning 
money by buying things" so we came to a very interesting conclusion. After 
many discussions and data research, the team had decided that the world 
is used to subscriptions on the platforms that offer some services such as 
Netflix, Adobe, AppleMusic and so on. You get quality service so you are 
willing to pay for it.

But what if we tell you that we’ve got a better business model along with a 
quality service where you can also benefit? 

, you discover 
some opportunities to earn extra money.

Our team has come up with a 
mechanism whereby purchasing a subscription to our service

Subscription is purchased at the user's own discretion for the opportunity 
to earn extra money, and is not a prerequisite for the use of the service.



Users with valid subscriptions become the beneficiaries of the platform. 
 and 

receive additional income from the profits of the service.

Pay 
Changer allows subscribers to participate in unfreezing of PACH tokens

The subscription ends once the subscriber   
of the subscription (in dollars).

reaches twice the cost

subscriptions

Pay changer

100$ 500$ 1000$ 2500$



Subscription vesting

Monthly unfrozen PACH digital  
of the subscription cost.assets are 16.67% 

Extra Benefits

The four types of subscription will form liquid 
pools with different additional returns. 

 and distributed to all 
liquid pool participants on the basis of 
subscription type that a user has, with the 
higher the cost of subscription, the higher the 
return received by the participant.

The 
additional profits will be distributed equally 
among all liquid pools

subscriptions Pay changer



subscriptions Pay changer
Subscriptions

$100 1

$500 1,2

$1000 1,2,3

$2500 1,2,3,4

Pools


$100

$500

$1000

$2500

Attention!

After the subscription ends, the platform stops unfreezing new PACH tokens. Received 
PACH tokens and additional profits will be credited to the corresponding app-linked 
crypto wallet of the user via smart contracts. The number of subscriptions purchased by 
users is not limited.



The platform also 
offers a trial version
The subscription trial version is a feature to get  with the 
platform subscription service in a demo mode . Users can view 
realtime statistics on the selected subscription category.

acquainted
for free



Service revenue 

and its distribution

The main revenue sources of the Pay Changer 
platform include transaction commissions 
between users, subscription product sales, 
advertising and service rewards, among others.


The entire revenue of the service will be 
distributed by the smart contract according to 
the algorithm.

distributed among users with 
valid subscriptions

for platform development bonuses and rewards for 
platform contributors

40% 40% 20%



Invitation 

Rewards
All users can invite their friends to sign up using their referral link, for every 
user who downloads the app and links his crypto to the app, invitee 

. 


The invitation bonus will start to accrue after a new user signs up, and the 
inviter can use the invitation bonus for trading purposes, 

Invitation rewards can be sold to other users or can pay for 30% of the 
subscription fee, and in the future, invitation rewards can be used to pay 
for various services.


receives 1$

including 
purchasing subscriptions or paying for advertising.




Transaction Rewards

Cashback rewards on purchases and transactions will be credited 
to individual crypto wallets in the form of PACH tokens

Invite personal and business users to become 
and the invitee will 

of that merchant's transaction amount as a 
transaction bonus.

merchants/customers receive 1%  



Purchase 

Rewards

When your referrals purchase subscriptions, you get 5-20% return 
from the sales. The size of your bonus is the difference between 
your achieved rank of remuneration and the ranks of your referrals. 
The ranks depend on the total turnover.

5-20% return from the sales



Bonus / Team sales turnover
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rewards Fund

weekly ratings

Top 100
Best Buyers

Number of Transactions

Top 100
Number of Transactions

Number of Transactions

Top 100
Best Resellers

Number of Newly 
Activated Users



ROAD MAP 2021-2026 & Ect

3q 2021 - 1q 2022

Starting the project and building the Pay Changer 
team.

Conception of the calculation/revenue and economic 
model, creation of the system concept and system 
modeling.

Market analysis and data research of online payment 
services.

Formation of competitive advantages and 
technological innovations of Pay Changer payment 
services.

Research summary and preparation of technical build.

2q 2022

Public presentation of Pay Changer platform.

Evaluation and technical iterations based on 
feedback from public performances and TOP groups 
on Pay Changer system features, functional level, 
technical innovation level, ease of use, and future 
requirements level.

In-depth development of methods to monetize the 
Pay Changer platform.

Release of the Pay Changer platform white paper.

Launching platform smart contracts and issuing PACH 
tokens.

3q 2022

Establishing the official media.

Private sale.

Mass media promotion of the Pay Changer platform.

First launch of the selection and construction of 
CEOs, teams and brand ambassadors in each country.

Active community building.



ROAD MAP 2021-2026 & Ect

4q 2022

Releasing platform test networks.

Accepting applications from merchants to open 
accounts and form a secondary service network.

Pre-sale.

Pay Changer app release and extended desktop 
version.

Promoting monetization of the Pay Changer platform.

Listing PACH tokens on the DEX exchange.

Launching Pay Changer platform payment service.

1-2 Q 2023

Listing PACH tokens on popular CEX exchanges.

Popularizing the Pay Changer payment platform and 
rapidly increasing the number of users to a certain 
volume.

Developing new business models for individuals and 
corporate merchants to explore more business on the 
platform.

Develop new strategies and services to increase the 
ease of use and attractiveness of the app.

Increasing the reliability of Pay Changer payment 
platform and customer support.

2-4 Q 2023

Pay Changer payment platform global expansion.

Co-promotional activities by brand ambassadors and 
partners around the world.

Accelerating the capitalization of Pay Changer 
payment platform projects.

The Pay Changer payment platform becomes a well-
known brand with a large number of users.

Development of the latest modern modules and 
ecosystem of Pay Changer payment platform.

Customization of payment services for users with 
additional needs.

Activating the "encrypted terminal" feature within 
the Pay Changer payment platform.



ROAD MAP 2021-2026 & Ect

1-4 Q 2024

Providing additional system features for individual 
and corporate merchants for the platform to perform 
encrypted access data analysis and statistics.

Specifying personalized solutions for large retail 
businesses in different areas.

Accessing globally renowned online shopping malls.

Developing platform-based NFT and online property 
trading functions.

PACH enters the global popular digital asset ranking.

1-4 Q 2025

Launching the encrypted Pach Maps; (encrypted 
access to app’s, services and access from anywhere 
in the world)

Developing, supplementing and adapting the 
functionality of Pay Changer payment services to the 
customer needs

Bringing the economic processes of Pay Changer 
acquiring to the realities of today's requirements 
based on the future legislation of individual 
countries. Tracking changes in the regulation of the 
crypto market.

The platform actively participates in all changes in 
the global online payments sector.

2026 - ect

Building a global customer support network for Pay 
Changer users and entering the new financial sector.

Breaking ground in international lending and shared 
finance.

Providing users with permanent revenue and job 
opportunities in all areas of the Pay Changer 
platform.

Partnering with leading service platforms, retailers.

Finding new investment opportunities to expand the 
company and adhere to the Pay Changer mission.



Team

Serhii Moskalenko

Chief Executive Officer

Daniel Grosso

Chief development officer

Kamil Mundo

Chief development officer

Illia Kolchenko

Chief development officer

Ruslan Akst

Chief development officer

Mykyta Zadiesienets

Chief technical officer



Connect & Earn 
with Pay Changer

Take advantage of the best solutions.

Join and earn an income 

from the service.

Changer Labs Limited

Hong Kong

Unit 703, 7/F Alliance comm

BLDG 133 Connaught Rd Central



Pay Changer 2022. All rights reserved.

P a y  C h a n g e r  –  t h e  b e s t  f o r  y o u

https://t.me/+8glXFtJzWTkwMWYy
https://www.facebook.com/paychanger.io
https://twitter.com/pay_changer
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5ynGE755xigqh9shECNOdg/featured

